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It has been twelve years since a dark, murderous figure stalked the alleys and
courts of Whitechapel. And yet, in the summer of 1900, East London is still poor,
still brutal, still a shadow city to its western twin. Among the reformers is an
idealistic young woman named India Selwyn-Jones, recently graduated from
medical school. With the help of her influential fiance--Freddie Lytton, an up-
and-coming Liberal MP--she works to shut down the area's opium dens that
destroy both body and soul. Her selfless activities better her patients' lives and
bring her immense gratification, but unfortunately, they also bring her into direct
conflict with East London's ruling crime lord--Sid Malone.

India is not good for business and at first, Malone wants her out. But against all
odds, India and Sid fall in love. Different in nearly every way, they share one
thing in common--they're both wounded souls. Their love is impossible and they
know it, yet they cling to it desperately. Lytton, India's fiance, will stop at
nothing to marry India and gain her family's fortune.

Fractious criminal underlings and rivals conspire against Sid. When Sid is finally
betrayed by one of his own, he must flee London to save his life. Mistakenly
thinking him dead, India, pregnant and desperate, marries Freddie to provide a
father for hers and Sid's child. India and Sid must each make a terrible sacrifice--
a sacrifice that will change them both forever. One that will lead them to other
lives, and other places...and perhaps--one distant, bittersweet day--back to each
other.
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It has been twelve years since a dark, murderous figure stalked the alleys and courts of Whitechapel. And
yet, in the summer of 1900, East London is still poor, still brutal, still a shadow city to its western twin.
Among the reformers is an idealistic young woman named India Selwyn-Jones, recently graduated from
medical school. With the help of her influential fiance--Freddie Lytton, an up-and-coming Liberal MP--she
works to shut down the area's opium dens that destroy both body and soul. Her selfless activities better her
patients' lives and bring her immense gratification, but unfortunately, they also bring her into direct conflict
with East London's ruling crime lord--Sid Malone.

India is not good for business and at first, Malone wants her out. But against all odds, India and Sid fall in
love. Different in nearly every way, they share one thing in common--they're both wounded souls. Their love
is impossible and they know it, yet they cling to it desperately. Lytton, India's fiance, will stop at nothing to
marry India and gain her family's fortune.

Fractious criminal underlings and rivals conspire against Sid. When Sid is finally betrayed by one of his
own, he must flee London to save his life. Mistakenly thinking him dead, India, pregnant and desperate,
marries Freddie to provide a father for hers and Sid's child. India and Sid must each make a terrible sacrifice-
-a sacrifice that will change them both forever. One that will lead them to other lives, and other places...and
perhaps--one distant, bittersweet day--back to each other.
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
In late Victorian London, idealistic new medical school graduate India Selwyn Jones goes to work at a clinic
in the city's poorest neighborhood, much to the dismay of her aristocratic mother and ambitious fiancé,
political up-and-comer Freddie Lytton. The squalor is a bit much for India, but she manages to keep her
emotions under control until she meets underworld crime boss Sid Malone. Sid begins as India's nemesis,
becomes her patient and ends up something much more than that. What India doesn't know is that Sid is the
brother of tea heiress Fiona Bristow, wife of self-made, highly principled businessman Joseph Bristow. What
Sid doesn't know is that India's fiancé is as ruthless as Sid's most ruthless henchman, willing to commit theft,
betrayal and even murder to launch his career, force India out of hers and bring down Sid in the process. In
typical epic style, Donnelly (The Tea Rose) alternates India's story with Sid's, Freddie's, Joseph's and Fiona's,
leading the reader through turn-of-the-century England from the Houses of Parliament to ale houses and
whore houses, and from London to Africa and beyond. It's all familiar stuff, but Donnelly's passion and
energy will keep readers turning the many pages, rooting for India and the gruff underworld boss she loves.
(Jan.)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review
"I loved this book. It is truly seductive, hard to put down, and filled with mystery, secret passions, unique
locations, and a most engaging heroine. India Selwyn Jones is a new breed of woman in London in 1900, a
doctor practicing in the grim East End, and she captivates from the first page to the last." -- --Barbara Taylor
Bradford, author of The Ravenscar Dynasty and A Woman of Substance

From the Inside Flap
Every now and again, a storyteller comes along who can take us completely into her world and make us wish
we never had to leave it. Jennifer Donnelly is such a writer.

When India Selwyn Jones, a young woman from a noble family, graduates from the London School of
Medicine for Women in 1900, her professors advise her to set up her practice in London's esteemed Harley
Street. Driven and idealistic, India chooses to work in the city's East End instead, serving the desperately
poor.

In these grim streets, India meets--and saves the life of--London's most notorious gangster, Sid Malone. A
hard, wounded man, Malone is the opposite of India's aristocratic fiancé, Freddie Lytton, a rising star in the
House of Commons. Though Malone represents all she despises, India finds herself unwillingly drawn ever
closer to him, intrigued by his hidden, mysterious past.

Though they fight hard against their feelings, India and Sid fall in love, and their unpredictable, passionate
and bittersweet affair causes destruction they could never have imagined. Sweeping from London to Kenya
to the wild, remote coast of California, The Winter Rose is a breathtaking return to the epic historical novel,
from a masterful writer with a fresh, richly vivid, and utterly electrifying voice.

Users Review

From reader reviews:
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Terry Grissom:

The feeling that you get from The Winter Rose may be the more deep you digging the information that hide
into the words the more you get enthusiastic about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to know
but The Winter Rose giving you buzz feeling of reading. The writer conveys their point in specific way that
can be understood simply by anyone who read the item because the author of this e-book is well-known
enough. This specific book also makes your own vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to understand then
can go with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend you for having that The
Winter Rose instantly.

Judy Young:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the time or they will get wide range of
stress from both lifestyle and work. So , once we ask do people have spare time, we will say absolutely
without a doubt. People is human not just a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity do you have
when the spare time coming to a person of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you ever try this
one, reading guides. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, the book you have read is usually
The Winter Rose.

Marlin Brogan:

Would you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Try to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't determine book by its protect may doesn't
work at this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the
outside look likes. Maybe you answer is usually The Winter Rose why because the wonderful cover that
make you consider about the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content will be fantastic as the
outside or maybe cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly show you to pick up this book.

Glen Bass:

Beside that The Winter Rose in your phone, it may give you a way to get more close to the new knowledge
or facts. The information and the knowledge you will got here is fresh from the oven so don't be worry if you
feel like an old people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have The Winter Rose because this book
offers for you readable information. Do you often have book but you do not get what it's exactly about. Oh
come on, that will not happen if you have this in the hand. The Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable,
just like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss that? Find this book as well as read it from
currently!
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